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16 The Greatest Archery Show in the Galaxy
Our out-of-this-world cover design by Anne Dehn is an attempt to cap-

ture the scope and excitement of the annual ATA Show, which this year
saw an increase in attendance, exhibitor count and floor space rental.

Our editorial team went to work even before the show opened in
Columbus Ohio, interviewing some firms as they were still completing
their setup. That aggressive approach paid off in our most comprehensive
show wrap-up issue ever.  Our ATA coverage spans pages 16 to 90 in a
March issue that is our largest ever. Keep this publication, and the January
issue’s alphabetical show guide, as a handy reference as you place orders.

Can you identify our cover subjects? From top to bottom we’re showing
Randy Summers of T.R.U.-Ball demonstrating a new Absolute Release, the
innovative Laporte aerial target trap, Ben Pearson Pro Ryan Springer
shooting the lightweight new Predator, Jedediah Forrest with a tough new
wheeled case from Pole Mountain Outdoors, Parker’s Paul Vaicunas
demonstrating the Pin Point Precision Turret Scope in the Red Hot acces-
sory line, and John Stone of Archery Hut with Rinehart Target’s James
McGovern checking on his order history during the ARRO Hot Show.

6 From The Publisher
Why ArrowTrade devotes so much
coverage to the industry-owned show.

8 Product Showcase
Compact crossbow press, and new 
Dave Holt archery training aid.

12 ATA News and Views
Summing up the positive impact of the 
archery trade show that took so many of
us to Columbus, Ohio January 13-15.

74 Product Directory
Handy aid to locating editorial coverage
and advertisers within our 160 pages.

March 2010 Volume 14 Number 2

See back issues at arrowtrademag.com or arrowtrademagazine.com (for dial-up)
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91 Adding Modern Traditional Bows
How easy it can be to let customers challenge 
themselves with recurves and longbows.

96 Industry Profile: Bob Humphrey
When the wildlife job he was trained for fell 
through, he established  himself as one of the few
full-time outdoor writers. By Tim Dehn

102 Setting the Right Price for Products
Business Editor John Kasun offers advice on how 
and where to set your retail profit margins.

106 What it Takes to Shoot Indoor Spots 
Just back from the Lancaster Archery Classic, 
coach and competitor Larry Wise reviews what 
equipment is favored for “punching paper.”

114 Decoys Grow in Sales and Realism
Mike Raykovicz explores the wide world of 
animal decoys, with an emphasis on those being 
sold to deer, turkey and predator hunters.

126 Recommending the Right Bow
Equipment specialist Pat Meitin offers guidelines 
for fitting bows to customers, then details the longest and shortest
models available from major compound bow producers.

138 ArrowTrade Bow Report: Mathews Z7
Smooth is back at Mathews, with 
the introduction of the Z7.

143 Short Draw Bow Report: 
Mathews Passion
Sweet, powerful & good looking, 
what more could women want?

148 10-Ring Marketing Tips:
Jim Ising offers sound advice in 
making sure your investment in
TV ads or program sponsorship really pays off in increased sales.

152 Industry News
Stay up to date on ownership, sponsorship and sales 
representation changes as well as new brand introductions.

9375 N Hampshire Dr
Tucson, AZ 85742 • (520) 742-1701

goattuff@msn.com

www.goattuffproducts.com

OTHER GOAT TUFF PRODUCTS: 

Impact Glue for Inserts �� Arrow Shaft Cleaner 
Microfiber Towels �� Debonder �� Accelerator

Thread Lock 

� Strongest, purest, easy to work
with.

� BEST for carbon, aluminum and
wood shafts.

� BEST for vanes, feathers, nocks,
inserts.

� BEST for plastics, rubbers, metals,
leather, porcelain and more. 

HIGH
PERFORMANCE

GLUES

� Optimum
Broadhead Flight 
& Performance

� Soft Base For
Optimum Adhesion 

� Stiff Blade For Optimum Durability

� Fusion™ Technology by Norway
Industries

OPTI-VANE™

The Optimum Archery Vane™

way!

For more information contact:

ARROWS the 

SHOOT 
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Carbon Express, innovator of high performance carbon arrows and hunting equip-
ment introduces the new Surge Crossbolt. The new crossbolt features advanced car-
bon composite material. Heavier than some other crossbow arrows from the Michigan
firm, it helps high performance models like the Darton Lightning stay within
Michigan’s 350 fps speed limit. The bare shaft weighs 13.8 grains per inch, helping to
quiet crossbows and maximize kinetic energy.

“The Surge offers crossbow hunters outstanding performance at an exceptional
value,” Carbon Express says. “In addition, with its 360 degree spine consistency, the
Surge delivers tight down-range groups while providing superior impact, strength
and durability. “ The new crossbolt is available in six packs in either 20 or 22 inch
lengths. Each Surge Crossbolt has a straightness tolerance of +/- .0025 inch.

Reach Carbon Express at (800) 241-4833.
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John Kasun (center) and Mike Raykovicz (right) were my hard-working
teammates on the floor of the ATA Show in Columbus this January 13-15,
helping to gather a record amount of editorial information from that key
annual event. Along with the January show preview issue, ArrowTrade
devotes a total of well over 100 pages to direct editorial coverage of the ATA
Show. That’s not counting all the additional information the three of us,
Larry Wise, Jon Silks, Jon Teater, Pat Meitin and Bob Humphrey gathered for
upcoming features, bow and crossbow tests in ArrowTrade.

We make that large investment in show coverage for three main rea-
sons. First, promoting the ATA show is in our best interest and the
bowhunting industry’s best interest, because so many “grow the market”
efforts are funded by show revenue. (More about that next issue.)

Second, we have nearly 11,000 subscribers throughout the industry,
and while show attendance was strong this year we know thousands of
retailers were not able to attend. An industry publication like this one can
serve to bring much of the same information about products and programs
that was available on the show floor, to those who didn’t have a chance to
be there in person.

Third, the ATA Show has grown so large it is easy to miss important
exhibitors, particularly if you’re able to bring just one or two people to the
show. Hopefully this issue and the January one will help show attendees fill
in the gaps.

We’ve got plans in store for improving our show coverage again next
year. In the meantime, I’d like to thank all the exhibitors who took the time
to fill us in on their product lines. As Bob Humphrey points out in this
issue’s industry profile, the time spent in helping a member of the press
understand your products, can pay real
dividends in publicity and future sales.

Making the Most of ATA 

Editor & Publisher
TIM DEHN

Art Director
VICKIE DEHN

Circulation Manager
WINNIE EICHER

Testing
JON E. SILKS, JON TEATER

ANTHONY BARNUM
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G5 Outdoors introduces the Mag-Loc Quiver. With
its unique magnetic mounting system G5 says the Mag-
Loc is quite possibly the most versatile quiver on the
market and will fit virtually every bow with riser mount-
ed quiver holes.  

“We wanted a quiver system that provided versatili-
ty in mounting with a quick and easy detachable sys-
tem,” stated G5 Outdoors Vice-President and Co-Owner,
Matt Grace. “The result is the Mag-Loc with its Patent
Pending Mag-Loc magnetic mounting system.”

The quiver will come in a number of models includ-
ing an upper riser hole mounting model, sight mounted
version and a universal spline bracket that can convert
any universal sight mounted quiver or quiver with a
standard AMO base to an upper riser mount design.

The magnetic mounting system solves the inherent
problem associated with mounting quivers to slider
sights that won’t accept a quiver or become too bulky.
The Mag-Loc can also be mounted to a tree by using the

Mag-Loc tree mount,
which features a female
base with threaded screw
to be installed in a tree,
along with Mag-Loc
Treestand Mount, which
has female bracket that
has a second more power-
ful magnet that attaches
to steel stands. Zip ties
are also included for alu-
minum stands.

With its Mag-Tough
Magnesium stem and
steel reinforced gripper the Mag-Loc has the durability
to complement its versatility.  The Mag-Loc is available
in Black, AP, Max 1 and Lost Camo.

For more information, call G5 at (866) 456-8836.

G5 Outdoors Develops Innovative Mag-Loc Quiver

Gorilla Inc. announces the introduction of the Silverback HX – a mid-
sized, lightweight aluminum stand that incorporates state-of-the-art technol-
ogy and features for exceptional performance.

“The Silverback HX provides hunters with the perfect balance between
size, weight and portability,” stated Stephen Graham, the company’s director
of marketing. “The single post design, seat leveling system and flip-up XPE
dual density foam seat makes this hang-on a must have for serious hunters.”

The Silverback HX weighs in at only 12 pounds and features a 21 inch x 27
inch platform.

The stand also features XT-6 nylon washers for silent performance, Easy-
Cinch dual claw straps for secure fastening and Mossy Oak Treestand camo for
superior concealment. The stand is rated for 275 pounds and has a suggested
retail of $139.99. Reach Gorilla by calling (877) 685-7817.

8

The Lightning Bowstrings Square-Up provides a
torque reference that can significantly increase long-
range accuracy. The unit requires no change in the
anchor point and archers don’t have to remember how to
position front and rear aim points for different ranges.
Instead, this unit simply has them center their front sight
pins between two vertical rear pins. It works with or

without a peep
sight to reveal and
correct bow-hand
torque errors. For
2010, the Square-
Up uses larger
diameter vertical
pins that are easy
to see in low light.

The simple
and effective ref-
erence pins are

always in the sight picture and utilizing them becomes
automatic in as little as five shots.  According to the man-
ufacturer, many archery coaches are recognizing its
value as a training aid because it always reminds the
shooter to correct their grip before releasing the shot. 

Reach the manufacturer in Connecticut by calling
(860) 663-3949.

Square Up Offers Torque Correction

Mid-Sized Silverback HX is New from Gorilla
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Shock-reducing expert BowJax
has added a new dampener for split
limbs that is 30 percent larger than
previous models. It uses six arms and
thicker, rectangular limb pads. The
pads provide a secure fit when tight-
ened with an allen wrench. The pads
themselves are four times thicker
than the originals, to help dampen
noise and vibration better on today’s
high performance compounds.

BowJax is stocking the Magnum
Split Limb Dampeners in #1026a for
the 11/16 inch spacing on Hoyt
bows. Model #1026b fits the 3/4 inch
spacing for the Mathews Monster,
PSE X Force and Bear Attack. For
BowTech split limbs with 1-1/8 inch
spacing, order #1026c.

Reach BowJax in Idaho by calling
(208) 762-3692 for information on all
the company’s dampeners.

BowJax Adds Magnum Split Limb Dampeners

SERIESG 
NO MAGNET REQUIRED
• 99.9999% reliable!1
• Ultra Smart “G” switch 
• Battery field changeable
• Nock field changeable
• 15 º, 11,000 LUX focus beam LED
• 24K Gold-plated pin connector
• 24K Gold-plated Ti-alloy battery wire
 connector for 2009
• Matched weight practice nock included
• 26,000% better in water resistant
• 1,600% stronger wire connection
• Weight GA:24 GE:25 GS:27 GH/F:30 gr 

• Auto shut off target model for 3D
• Saltwater proof with optional adaptor

GA

GE

GS

GH

LG

GF

MSPR $12.95

Up to 54 colors:
6 colors of LEDs &
up to 9 colors of nocks
Models to fit most archery projectiles
GA: fit slim carbon arrow 0.202” - 0.204” (Axis, FMJ)
GE: fit medium carbon arrow 0.230” - 0.232” (ACC 3-49, Epic)
GS:  fit carbon arrow 0.242” - 0.246” (GoldTip, Maxima, Lightspeed)
GH/F: fit AL & carbon bolt 0.297” - 0.303” (GoldTip, 2219, Easton)

NO MMMNNOOO MNO M
• 99
• Ult
• Bat
• No

15

GA

GE

Aerovane I 

Equipped

Aerovane II 

Equipped

Precision Machined Light Weight Aircraft Aluminum Construction

WWW.FIRENOCK.COM

EXTREME SHOCK

BATTERY END CAP for GS

EXTREME SHOCK

BATTERY END CAP for GS

Item#  FNLN64 XE

GENUINE FIRENOCK 
BRAND ACCESSORIES

MATCHED WEIGHTFULL METAL

MATCHED WEIGHTFULL METAL

NOCK FIELD CHANGABLE
NOCK FIELD CHANGABLE

FIELD INSTALLATIONFREE HAND, NO TOOLS,

FIELD INSTALLATIONFREE HAND, NO TOOLS,

WWW.FIRENOCK.COM

Item#  
FNLN62 PS

FOR

Henry, IL USA

Designed in

WWW.FIRENOCK.COM

BOW-FISHING ADAPTOR

SUPER HEAVY DUTY

WATER PROOF BEYOND IPX8FULL METAL CONSTRUCTION

HEAVY DUTY RED ANODIZED ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION

SUPER HEAVY DUTY

WATER PROOF BEYOND IPX8FULL METAL CONSTRUCTION

HydroHydro™ Item#  FNLN63 BF

5/16” FIBERGLASS ARROW

WWW.FIRENOCK.COM

BATTERY PACK
BATTERY PACK

FIELD INSTALLATIONFREE HAND, NO TOOLS,

FIELD INSTALLATIONFREE HAND, NO TOOLS,

Item#  
FNLN61 BR

Rocky Mountain Archery has
introduced a portable crossbow
press that doubles as a press for
short parallel limb bows. You set
up the press by backing the turn-
buckle off until the U-bolt clears
the frame, then choose the appro-
priate chain link that works with
the axle-to-axle length. The coat-
ed brackets work on solid or split
limbs on draw weights up to 300
pounds. For ease of compression a
wrench can be used instead of
hand pressure. Reach the Alberta
firm at (403) 710-8787.

Turnbuckle Crossbow
Press Introduced
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Richly illustrated with 180 voiceover photos and art
work, Dave Holt's Bow Shooting-Beginner to Expert cov-
ers the latest bow and bow shooting information in easy
to understand terms.  With photos and captions, the
DVD presentation takes you or your customer on an
informative step-by-step trip to better bow shooting.  In
addition, the voiceover allows this equipment expert to
share his knowledge in great detail as each image dis-
plays on the screen.  This unique presentation is target-
ed specifically for the modern archer and bowhunter.

Topics covered range from “how a bow works” to
“broadhead accuracy,” “proper
shooting form, “bow tuning” and

“the mental game.” 
The content is all

designed to help bowhunters
improve their shooting skills
quickly. The Bow Shooting-
Beginner to Expert disc is
priced at $19.95. Dealer
inquiries for volume orders
are welcome and should be
directed to High Country
Publishers at (303) 988-3021.
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Trueflight’s popular and cost
effective Commercial Grade Full
Length Feathers are now available in
pre-counted display bags of 100
feathers each. The new full length
bags compliment the 100 count die
cut bags which have been available
for several years.   

Like the die-cut bags, the new
full length bags feature attractive full
color printed graphics, a pre-
punched top hole for pegboard dis-
play, and a convenient reclosable zip
lock top.

“The new full length display bags
are a low cost way to display our
feathers in a most attractive, and
convenient manner,” Pete Roemer
said for Trueflight. “Although the 100
count  packaging is an option, it
appears that the majority of feathers
we sell are now being shipped in 100
count bags.”

Get more information by calling
the Wisconsin fletching firm at (715)
543-8451.

Trueflight Adds 100 Pack

Dave Holt Introduces New Bowhunter Training Aid
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